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Abstract 

The aim of this study was to investigate the influence of the position of navigation buttons on 

the intuitive operation of iPad applications for children in middle childhood. When using 

iPads for educational reasons it is important that applications are designed as intuitive as 

possible. Well-designed and intuitive applications make educational content more accessible 

and support children in their learning process. In a 2 by 2 factor between subject experiment 

with 84 children (Mage = 7.7), I investigated how the vertical position (top vs. bottom) and 

the horizontal distance (close vs. distant) of navigation buttons influence the (1) time 

children need to tab different navigation buttons (next, back, home) and (2) the degree to 

which children perceive navigation buttons as intuitive. In addition to the experiment, 

children were also asked both open and closed interview questions. Results show that 

children perceive navigation buttons that are positioned at the bottom of the screen and 

distant from each other as most intuitive. Further research is required to investigate intuitive 

symbols for navigation buttons for children in middle childhood.  

Keywords: Middle childhood, Intuitiveness, Navigation buttons,  

IPad application, Media literacy, User interface design   
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How the Position of Navigation Buttons Influences the Intuitive Operation of IPad 

Applications for Children in Middle Childhood 

 

 “…Students today are all ‘native speakers’ of a digital language of computers, video games 

and the Internet.” (Prensky, 2011, p.1)  

Generations born after 1980 are so called digital natives. They have grown up “using 

computers, videogames, digital music players, video cams, cell phones, and all the other toys 

and tools of the digital age“ (Prensky, 2001, p.1). Because of this early and intense contact 

with technology, these generations think and process information fundamentally different 

from their processors (Prensky, 2001). These changed thinking patterns require a fundamental 

revision of the educational system, regarding both technological and content aspects. School 

curriculums should no longer be limited to traditional subjects, but also teach students media 

literacy by using contemporary technologies.  

 Media literacy can be approach from different angles, each one taking different 

aspects into account. In the literature, many authors speak of the broader phenomenon, visual 

literacy, of which ideas can be applied to media and consequently form underlying aspects of 

media literacy. According to Curtiss (1978), visual literacy is the “ability to understand the 

communication of a visual statement … within the context of the culture that produced the 

work, analyze the syntax, … evaluate the disciplinary … and grasp intuitively the Gestalt, the 

interactive and synergetic quality of the work” (p.3). We can therefore understand visual 

literacy as phenomenon that is closely linked to a culture and its evaluation of a specific 

visual statement. Sinatra (1986) adds another component to this interpretation. He describes 

visual literacy as “active reconstruction of past experiences with incoming visual information 

to obtain meaning” (p.5). Consequentially, visual literacy not only depends on cultural 
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context, but also on personal experiences and the ability to reconstruct meaning based on 

these experiences.  

Today, children are exposed to countless visual messages that come in different forms and 

through different mediated channels of communication (Avgerinou & Ericson). In this 

context, visual literacy becomes media literacy, which Avgerinou and Ericson (1997) describe 

as the ability to “make a critical selection between the necessary and the unnecessary…” and 

to  “…distinguish superficial, glamorous, and pseudo-sophisticated messages from the real 

and valuable ones” (p.9). Media are mainly interested in their own marketing agendas, which 

leaves the consumers to decide for themselves what is good for them and what is not (Potter, 

2004). Teaching children media literacy is important to help them filter the messages sent by 

the media. They need to learn to interpret media messages within the framework of a given 

culture and their own experiences.  

Mobile devices and especially the iPad represent a very young, but fast growing field 

of interest in regard of their educational value for children. According to Elgan (2010), “kids 

will learn to read, write and count on iPads. They'll watch TV, movies and cartoons on iPads. 

They'll do social networking, play games, and even color in virtual coloring books.” The iPad 

was only introduced in January 2010, and while in the United States it is mainly purchased for 

Internet surfing and gaming, in other countries, like Germany, the iPad is dominantly seen as 

digital reading device (Statista GmbH, 2010). To be more specific, the main target group in 

Germany is male, willing to buy media devices, and has an above average income (Statista 

GmbH, 2010). It is therefore not a surprise that so far little research has been done on children 

and the iPad, especially regarding requirements for child friendly user interfaces. Apple offers 

a whole range of User Interface Guidelines for designers and developers to ensure a high 

standard of usability and user experience. However, these guidelines focus on adult 
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applications only. As the iPad finds its way into children’s hands, children become an 

increasingly important target group with very specific user requirements.  

In the book Instructional Message Design, the authors Fleming and Levie (1993) 

claim that the way we perceive things influences our learning, concept formation, problem 

solving ability, and the development of critical thinking. They believe that the visual 

presentation of content makes media that communicates educational messages more efficient 

and effective. When using digital devices, such as the iPad, for educational reasons, it is 

therefore important to pay close attention to the design. E-learning programs should make 

educational content more accessible for ‘digital natives’, not create a burden between student 

and content. Interfaces should be designed in line with usability standards and with a high 

focus on their user friendliness. The usability describes “the extent to which a product can be 

used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and 

satisfaction in a specified context of use” (ISO 9241-11). The degree to which a user interface 

is user-friendly is centrally defined by its intuitiveness (Norman, 1988).  

In order to design intuitive interfaces, it is important to be familiar with the 

perspective users, their abilities, limitations, and different approaches of use. Designers are 

not typical users, especially when looking at interfaces for children (Norman, 1988). The 

limited ability to put themselves in the position of children makes it very difficult for 

designers to understand what is intuitive for children and what is not. Specific Interface 

Guidelines for child applications could forestall this problem. These guidelines should be 

based on actual user research with children to ensure that they consider and reflect children’s 

physical, cognitive, and social abilities as well as limitations. Objective of this research is to 

set a first step towards user-friendly touch-interfaces for children based on empirical data. 

This research aims at increasing the intuitive operation of iPad applications for children in 

middle childhood. The research question is therefore: “Does the position of navigation 
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buttons influence the intuitive operation of iPad applications for children between seven and 

nine years of age?” 

Middle childhood 

Technology should be intuitive for everyone, which makes this study relevant for all 

age groups. However, from age 6 children attend elementary school, where iPads can be 

included in the curriculum as means of education. This makes children in middle childhood 

especially interesting for this study. Middle childhood describes the age group between seven 

and eleven years (Bukatko, 2008). Children in this age group are expected to have sufficient 

as well as similar cognitive and physical abilities to successfully participate in the study. 

According to Piaget’s stages of cognitive development children in middle childhood are in the 

stage of concrete operations (Bukatko, 2008). During this stage children acquire several 

cognitive abilities. These abilities include for example solving conservation tasks correctly, 

reasoning about events that have transpired, or understanding physical causality. Besides, by 

age seven children acquire perspective-taking abilities and start to understand space as adults 

do. They develop an understanding of horizontal and vertical, of left vs. right, and top vs. 

bottom (Clements, 1999).  

According to Bukatko (2008), the concrete operational child “becomes a true 

‘thinker’, as long as there are specific objects or events to which he can apply his logic” 

(p.383). Due to advanced cognition children age seven or older are capable of flexible and 

abstract thought. They can for example differentiate words from the concept to which they 

refer. Furthermore, children learn to understand that a term, which typically describes one 

concept, can also be applied to another context. Children in this stage of cognitive 

development understand figurative language and even metaphors that are grounded in 

conceptual relationships, so called conceptual metaphors (Bukatko, 2008).  
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Besides the cognitive abilities mentioned above children in middle childhood have 

developed sufficient motor skills to participate in this research. With age seven children 

acquire advanced fine motor skills. Fine motor skills describe the use of small muscles in the 

fingers, hand, and arm that are needed to manipulate, control, and operate tools and materials. 

Also the hand-eye coordination, which is when we use our vision to control the movements 

and actions of our small muscles, becomes advanced. Children aged seven or older have 

sufficient fine motor skills for drawing, writing, and coloring. Besides, they have established 

their left or right hand preference (Owens, 2008).  

Intuitive operation 

Intuition plays an important role when implementing technology in educational 

systems. Technology that is not well designed will not add value to the curriculum (Fleming 

& Levie, 1993). If students are required to read instructions first and undergo a learning 

process for technology itself, a burden is created rather than making content more accessible. 

When using the iPad for educational reasons, students should be able to know how to navigate 

through the application by intuition. In the literature intuition has been defined as anything 

from the result of perceptual processing to immediate apprehension without any reflective 

thinking at all. Before coming to a definition of intuition as it is understood for this research, 

different previous approaches to intuition will be discussed. 

 Authors such as the American philosophe Dreyfus (1988) and physiologist Simon 

(1989) agreed that intuition is the result of expertise, which requires a large amount of 

practice and perceptual processing. According to this understanding, intuition is nothing 

natural but rather something that can only be acquired over a long period of time. According 

to Ayim (1984), intuition is not a matter of experience, but the ability to change one’s own 

perspective. He claimed, “intuition begins with the perspective taking-in (either of some 
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external objects, some other person, or one’s own inner cognitions)…” and “…ends in the 

understanding, feeling, or the will to act” (p.3). By taking in a different perspective, we are 

enabled to understand, feel, or act appropriately to a situation. However, neuropsychologist at 

the Harvard University Liebermann (2000) does not believe in cognitive processes as 

underlying construct for intuition, but that intuition has no logical structure at all. He referred 

to intuition as a “mysterious and unexplainable” (p.1) process that helps us to understand the 

world.  

The psychologist and writer Evans (2010) distances himself even further from a 

cognitive approach and defined intuition as immediate apprehension without conscious 

process of reflective thinking. He saw intuition as feelings that come from experiences. 

Unlike reasoning, intuition is immediate and does not rely on central working memory 

resources. Evans (2010) stated that intuition is “quick, provides feelings of confidence, can 

reflect large amounts of information processing, and is most likely to provide accurate 

judgments when based on relevant experiential learning” (p.2). Already back in 1960, Bruner 

described intuition as unconscious thinking or action based on familiarity and knowledge. 

Burner (1960) argued that intuitions are fast and based on unconscious information that is 

gathered from experience. However, he also claimed, that intuition needs to be met with 

precaution because intuitive thinking makes it impossible to reflect or justify one’s judgment.  

For this research, intuition is defined as combination of three influencing factors. The 

extent to which children operate navigation buttons of an iPad application intuitively is 

therefore based on (1) their experience with such applications, which they can consciously 

access and apply, (2) their ability to either consciously or unconsciously link the different 

button positions to other concepts, and (3) a personal choice preference. 
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Reading direction & spatial perception 

In order to find out what makes navigation buttons intuitive, the literature has been 

reviewed to investigate a potential influence of the reading direction on children’s spatial 

attention. It is possible that the reading direction has an influence on the perceived salience of 

buttons depending on their position. Recent neuroscientific studies (see Han & Northoff 

(2008) for a review) have demonstrated that neural activities differ between groups as these 

come from different cultures and have been exposed to culturally different stimuli. Han & 

Northoff (2008) assumed that “our brain’s activity is strongly and, at least in part, 

constitutionally shaped by its sociocultural context” (p.8). They believed that this could be 

true for both high- and low-level cognition.  

For some neural activities, brain regions across different cultures seem to be the same, 

while for other activities different brain regions are active. Han & Nortoff (2008) pointed out 

that even if groups from different cultures rely on the same brain region during a cognitive 

task, involved concepts might still be interpreted differently based on the cultural context. 

Culture can be defined as a combination of social culture, which are “shared rules of social 

behaviors and social institutions” and subjective culture, which includes “shared ideas and 

knowledge” (Han & Northoff, 2008, p.1). Reading habits, such as the reading direction, are 

considered part of this definition of culture. While Han & Northoff (2008) do not believe that 

the reading direction of a culture has a direct affect on high-level social cognition, they do 

believe it can influence low-level cognition, such as spatial representation and spatial 

attention. Kazandjian & Chokron (2008) further emphasized the role of a culture’s reading 

direction on neural cognition. They summarized a series of studies that show how the reading 

direction of a language influences several visual and spatial perception tasks, such as straight-

ahead pointing, apparent-movement perception, or aesthetic-preference-judgments. Based on 

this link between cultural context and spatial attention, I predict that children from Western 
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cultures, who have learned that a page begins at the top and ends at the bottom, pay more 

attention to elements that are placed at the top of a screen. I therefore come to my first 

hypothesis.   

H1: Because children from Western cultures focus their attention more on top 

locations than on bottom locations; navigation buttons that are positioned at the top of 

the screen will be more intuitive than at the bottom.  

Conceptual metaphors 

One theory that might be helpful to predict the intuitive operation of navigation 

buttons is the Conceptual Metaphor Theory by Lakoff & Johnson (1980). According to this 

theory, our conceptual system is largely metaphorical. Johnson (1981) suggested that “the 

way we think, what we experience, and what we do every day is very much a matter of 

metaphor” (p.287) and that we ground abstract concepts onto more concrete domains in order 

to understand them. A review of the literature on the mapping of temporal concepts onto 

spatial coordinates showed that we use a mental timeline to understand the abstract concept of 

time. This mental timeline helps us to structure and differentiate our understanding of time 

(Weger & Pratt, 2008).  

In their empirical study, Torralbo, Santiago, and Lupiáñez (2006) showed that people 

project time onto a back-front spatial frame and that they also have a left-past right-future 

representation of time. Ouellet, Santiago, Israeli, and Gabay (2010) investigated in a study 

that the direction of reading affects the preferred directionality of a mental timeline. They 

showed that participants with a left-to-right reading direction had a mental timeline that went 

from the left to the right, while an opposite reading direction accounted for an opposing 

mental timeline. Also other authors support the assumption that the reading direction has a 

direct influence on the mapping of time onto a horizontal left-right dimension (Tversky, 
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Kugelmass, and Winter, 1991; Torralbo et al., 2006). The difference between left-to-right and 

right-to-left readers are even found to be stronger for younger children, especially before they 

have been introduced to a language with an opposite reading direction than their own. 

Nachson (1983) showed in his study that the exposure of right-to-left readers to a left-to-right 

orthographic system influences their conceptual mapping of time onto space. It can therefore 

be reasoned that the timeline metaphor is more applicable to children who have only been 

introduced to one consistent reading direction.  

According to Mcneill (1992), gesture is another concrete domain that we use for the 

abstract concept of time. For example, when we speak about something that has happened in 

the past, we gesture to the left, whereas we gesture to the right to refer to the future (Núñez & 

Sweetser, 2006). I therefore assume that a gesture to the far left or the far right of a screen is 

more explicit and therefore more intuitive than less explicit gestures.  

Quellet, Santiago, Funes, and Lupiáñez (2010) conducted a study to investigate 

whether centrally written words with temporal reference can orient visuo-spatial attention in 

line with the left-past right-future, horizontal spatial metaphor. Their results show that the 

temporal meaning of word cues influences spatial attention. Further, they were able to show 

that meaning can be used to direct spatial attention and that also cues such as arrows influence 

the effect on attention. Based on the literature presented above, I expected navigation buttons 

with a salient position along the mental timeline metaphor and symbolic cues (arrows and a 

house) to be more intuitive than the same buttons positioned along a mental timeline but close 

together. I therefore formed my second hypothesis. 

H2: Navigation buttons that are positioned in the far corners of the screen are more 

salient on the mental timeline and therefore more intuitive than navigation buttons that 

are positioned close together.  
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Method 

Design 

For this research, an experiment with a 2 (Position: top vs. bottom) by 2 (Distance: 

clove vs. distant) factor between subject design was conducted. In every condition of the 

experiment, the response times for three different navigation buttons (next, back, home) were 

measured. Additionally, both open and closed interview questions were asked. In the 

experiment, children had to play a simple, age appropriate game on the iPad. The four 

conditions in the experiment were defined through different positions of the navigation 

buttons (at the bottom & distant, at the bottom & close, at the top & distant, at the top & 

close). Children were randomly assigned to one of the four conditions. The dependent 

variables were the time children needed to tab the different navigation buttons, and their 

subjective perception of intuitive operation. Control variables were age, gender, hand 

preference, gaming experiences, and the perceived liking and difficulty of the game.  

Participants 

Eighty-four children (41 girls, 43 boys, Mage = 7.7 years, age range: 7 – 9 years) were 

recruited from two elementary schools in a rural area in the south of Germany. The children 

were in the fourth month of either second or third grade at the time of testing. In total, parents 

of 127 children were asked for their passive consent. Children that were not allowed to 

participate, sick, or did not want to participate were excluded from the study. Twenty-five 

children participated in a pilot run, which also excluded them from the study. Seventy-six 

children had a right hand preference and eight children a left hand preference. More than half 

of the children (65%) had never seen an iPad before, 29% used it sometimes and only 6% 

used it once or more times a week. For smartphones with touch interface it was exactly the 

same. Sixty-five percent never used it, 29% used it sometimes, and 6% played regularly on a 
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smart phone. With the game boy, children had more experience. Twenty percent of children 

had never used a game boy, 26% used it sometimes and 53% used it once or more times a 

week. For computer games, the experience distribution was somewhere in between. Thirteen 

percent of the children had never used a computer, 58% played games sometimes, and 29% 

played computer games regularly.  

Materials  

The application that was used to collect data for this research was developed in 

cooperation with PlayScience. The test application allowed the experimenter to start a test 

session, enter the data from the interview, run the game, and submit the test results together 

with session specific notes. The design was simple and clear so the children would not be 

distracted. The navigation buttons were designed based on the official Apple User Interface 

Guidelines, which suggest a square shape with a fingertip size of 44 by 44 pixels (see 

Appendix A). As mentioned earlier, these guidelines are for adult applications and do not 

consider child requirements. However, child specific design guidelines are not available. 

There were four different versions of the application. In every version, the position of 

the navigation buttons differed. Buttons were either positions at the bottom of the screen and 

distant from each other, at the bottom and close together, at the top of the screen and distant, 

or at the top and close (see Appendix B). The application was a simple game in which 

children were asked to free the bananas of the monkey Poko. The bananas were locked up in a 

cage with three locks. In order to free the bananas, children had to play a game that included 

three levels, of which every completed level would open one of the locks. In order to 

complete a level, children needed to collect bubbles by tabbing them on the screen. Every 

level was programmed in a way that children always failed to collect enough bubbles the first 
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time, and always succeeded to collect enough bubbles the second time, regardless the number 

of bubbles they tabbed.  

Measures 

Implicit Intuitive Operation (IIO). In every level, children had to interact with the 

‘next’, the ‘back’, and the ‘home’ button. For every interaction with one of the buttons the 

iPad application measured the time between the start of the instructing voice over and tabbing 

the correct button. For every button, the average reaction time from all three levels was 

calculated. The mean reaction time for tabbing each button in each condition was used as a 

measurement for IIO. 

Explicit Intuitive Operation (EIO). There were two different measures for EIO, the 

Agreed Position and the Preferred Position. Agreed Position was measured with the item “Do 

you think the position of the buttons was ideal?” This item was coded with 1 = yes and 2 = no. 

Preferred Position was measured with the item “Where would be the best position for the 

buttons in the game?” This item was coded from one to five with 1 = bottom & distant, 2 = 

bottom & close, 3 = top & distant, 4 = top & close, 5 = alternative.  

Gaming Experience. The experience that children had with different digital gaming 

devices, such as a computer, a game boy, a smart phone with touch interface, and the iPad 

was measured. The items were: “How often do you play games on the computer?”, “How 

often do you play games with a game boy?”, “How often do you play games on a smart phone 

with touch interface?”, and “How often do you play games on the iPad?” These items were 

asked as open questions. The experimenter coded the responses of the children on a 3-point 

scale with 1 = never, 2 = once or twice a month, and 3 = once a week or more. 

Liking. Liking of the game was measured by the items “Do you think playing the 

game was fun?”, “Would you like to play the game again?”, and “Are you going to tell your 
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parents and friends about the game?”. The children answered these questions by choosing one 

out of four smiley faces presenting different emotional expressions (see Appendix C). The 

smiley faces were rated as 1 = no, not at all, 2 = no, not really, 3 = yes, a little, 4 = yes, very 

much. A scale was computed for Liking with three items (α = .53, M = 11.24, SD = 1.08). An 

Inter-Item Correlation showed that the first item measured something different than the total 

scale. This item was removed from the scale. The remaining two items were positively related 

(Pearson’ s r = .40, d < .05). 

Perceived Difficulty. Last but not least it was controlled for the Perceived Difficulty 

of the game. The indicator for Perceived Difficulty was: “Do you think playing the game was 

easy?” Again, the children were asked to answer the questions by choosing one of four smiley 

faces (1 = no, not at all, 2 = no, not really, 3 = yes, a little, 4 = yes, very much).  

Bubble tabbing. Additionally, the iPad application measured the accuracy with which 

children were able to tab the screen. This accuracy was measured as the distance between the 

center of the bubble and the center of the tab in pixels. The mean Tab Accuracy, so the mean 

distance between bubble and tab, was calculated for every child.  

Procedure 

In consultation with both headmasters of the elementary schools, parents were asked 

for passive consent. All parents received a letter of informed consent prior to the study. This 

letter included information about the nature of the research; it’s social relevance and 

implications for their child (see Appendix D). The data was collected in an environment 

familiar to the children, a classroom in their school. In cooperation with the teacher, a time 

schedule for every participating class was set up. According to this schedule, the children 

were released from class to participate in the research one by one. The duration time of the 
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experiment was approximately ten minutes. At the end of the test session children were sent 

back to their class.  

Prior to the experiment, a pilot study with 25 children was conducted. Based on 

findings in the pilot study some adaptations were made, resulting in the following test 

procedure. The experimenter welcomed the children and explained that they were going to 

play a game and some question would be asked in order to find out if the game needed 

improvement. Children were then informed that they could stop the session at any time and 

that they could not make any mistakes, or give a wrong answer. Every child was explicitly 

asked whether he or she wanted to participate before the experiment started.  

The experimenter started the test session with a couple of open interview questions 

asking for the children’s age, sex, hand preference, and gaming experience. Next, the children 

were introduced to the different buttons of the game. Every button was printed centrally on a 

piece of cardboard and presented to the children one by one. The children were asked to guess 

the meaning of each of the buttons. After children made their first guess, they were told that 

with one of the arrows they could navigate back in the game and with the other one they could 

go forward in the game. They were asked to identify which arrow represented which action. If 

necessary, children were corrected, so that every child was familiar with the meaning of the 

buttons. Before getting started with the game, the iPad was brought into position. It was 

placed in a 45 degrees angle on the table in front of the child. The experimenter made sure 

that there was no light reflecting from the screen and that children could easily reach it. The 

experimenter then started the game by tabbing the screen.  

The game began with an introduction voice over telling the children what to do. They 

were asked to start the game with level one. A screen with additional visual instructions was 

shown and a voice over told the children “To start the game, tab next”. After the children 

tabbed the next button another screen appeared which showed one colored bubble at the time, 
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surrounded by numerous transparent bubbles. The children had ten seconds to tab as many 

colored bubbles as possible. After the time was over (10 seconds), they were shown another 

screen with the total number of their collected bubbles. A voice over told them that they did 

not yet have enough bubbles to finish the level and instructed them “To try again, go back”. 

After the children tabbed the back button, the screen with the bubbles reappeared and the 

children had to collect bubbles for the second time. When the 10 seconds were over, they 

were shown the screen with their total number of collected bubbles again. This time the voice 

over told them that they had successfully finished the level. The voice over then told them “to 

go back to the home screen, tab the house”.  

From the home screen, the children could enter level two and three, which were both 

identical with level one regarding the sequence of screens and the voice over. In total, it took 

about three minutes to play the game. After the children had finished the game, they were 

asked another couple of questions, this time closed interview questions about their perceived 

liking and difficulty of the game. To answer these questions, the children were asked to 

choose between one of four smiley faces. These smileys were printed on cardboard and cut 

out, so the children could pick them up and hold them in their hands. After that, the children 

were asked to place the cut out cardboard buttons on the iPad, according to the position of the 

buttons during the game. They were asked whether or not they thought that this button 

position was ideal. Finally, they were asked to move the cardboards with the buttons in the 

position they thought would be the best position for the buttons. After all children of one class 

had participated in the research, they were given a small, age appropriate puzzle as incentive.  

Results 

The aim of this study was to investigate the extent to which the placement of 

navigation buttons influences the intuitive operation of iPad applications for children between 
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seven and nine years of age. The influence of the different iPad versions on both Implicit and 

Explicit Intuitive Operation was investigated. In the analyses, I controlled for Age, Gender, 

Hand Preference, Perceived Difficulty, Liking, and Gaming Experience   

Implicit Intuitive Operation (IIO) 

The first hypothesis predicted that buttons that were placed at the top of the screen 

would be more salient and therefore more intuitive than buttons that were placed at the 

bottom of the screen. The second hypothesis predicted that buttons that were distant from 

each other would be more intuitive than navigation buttons that were close together. To test if 

there was a significant effect of either the position or distance of the buttons on the IIO per 

button, a 2 (Position: top vs. bottom) x 2 (Distance: close vs. distant) analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) was performed. This ANOVA revealed no significant effects for Position on the 

IIO for the next button, F(1, 84) = .09, MSE = 171643.96, p = .768, the IIO for the back 

button, F(1, 84) = .30, MSE = 389283.90, p = .589, or the IIO for the home button, F(1, 84) = 

.21, MSE = 228477.95, p = .649. Also, there were no significant effects for Distance on the 

IIO for the next button, F(1, 84) = 1.27, MSE = 2.50, p = .263, the IIO for the back button, 

F(1, 84) = .02, MSE = 22092.51, p = .898, or the IIO for the home button, F(1, 84) = .34, 

MSE = 370266.77, p = .563. 

To control for influences, the co-variables Age, Gender, Hand Preference, Perceived 

Difficulty and Liking were included in the ANOVA. The only main effect found was of the 

covariate Perceived Difficulty, F(1,84) = 5.32, MSE = 1.04, p = .024, on the IIO for the next 

button. To further investigate this effect, Pearson’s r was calculated, showing that the two 

were significantly, negatively related (r = -.23, p = .032). This indicated that children that 

perceived the game as less difficult needed less time to tab the next button. For all other co-

variables, there were no significant effects, all p-values > .05.  
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The effects of Gaming Experience on the IIO for each button (next, back, home) were 

investigated with Multiple Regression analyses. For every button, a Multiple Regression 

analysis was performed with the different Gaming Experiences as independent and the IIO of 

the button as dependent variables. There were no significant results for both the next and the 

back button, all p-values > .05. For the home button, the Regression showed a significant 

relationship between Gaming Experience with a game boy and the IIO for the home button (b 

= -287.4, β = -.23, p = .043). These results indicate that the more experience children had with 

a game boy, the less time they needed to tab the home button. For all other devices, there 

were no significant effects on the IIO for the home button, all p-values > .05. 

To investigate whether or not there was a significant difference between the average 

click time per button per level, a 3 (level of game: level 1, level 2, level 3) x by 3 (button: 

next, back, home) repeated measures ANOVA was conducted. This ANOVA showed a 

significant overall effect for level F(2, 84) = 85.27, p = .000. Paired-sample t-tests comparing 

the different means per level showed that there was a significant learning effect for each 

button during the game. Children needed significantly longer to tab the next button in level 

one (Mseconds = 7.94, SDseconds = 0.40) than in level two (Mseconds = 4.71, SDseconds = 0.13), with 

t(83) = 8.41, p = .000. They also needed significantly longer in level two than in level three 

(Mseconds = 4.11, SDseconds = 0.89) with t(83) = 4.79, p = .000. Also for tabbing the back button, 

children needed significantly more time in level one (Mseconds = 10.63, SDseconds = 0.21) than in 

level two (Mseconds = 9.60, SDseconds = 0.18) with t(80) = 3.85, p = .000, and also in level two 

than in level three (Mseconds = 9.07, SDseconds = 0.17) with t(83) = 2.52, p = .014. For the home 

button, children needed significantly more time to tab the button in level one (Mseconds = 8.55, 

SDseconds = 0.13) than in level two (Mseconds = 7.75, SDseconds = 0.15) with t(83) = 4.71, p = 

.000. Between the time they needed to tab the home button in level two and level three, there 
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was no significant difference with p > .05. Figure 1 shows the learning effect for each button 

during the game.  

Explicit Intuitive Operation (EIO) 

To test whether there was a significant effect of the Position (top vs. bottom) and the 

Distance (close vs. distant) on the Agreed Position, a Univariate Analysis of Variance was 

performed with Position and Distance as independent variables and Agreed Position as 

dependent variable. The results of this ANOVA showed no significant effect for both Position 

F(1, 84) = .38, MSE = .09, p = .538, and Distance F(1, 84) = 3.08, MSE = .75, p = .083. The 

co-variables Age, Gender, Hand Preference, Perceived Difficulty and Liking were included in 

the ANOVA. None of them showed significant effects, all p-values > .05. 

Frequencies for Preferred Position showed that 42.9 % of the participating children 

preferred version 1 (buttons at the bottom and distant), 22.6 % preferred version 3 (buttons at 

the top and distant), and both version 2 (buttons at the bottom and close), and version 4 

(buttons at the top and close) were only preferred by 13.1 % of the children. To test whether 

these differences are significant, One-Sample t-tests were performed to compare the different 

versions with each other. These tests showed a significant difference between version 1 and 

version 2 with t(46) = 19.77, p = .000, between version 1 and version 3 with t(54) = 13.07, p 

= .000, as well as between version 1 and version 4 with t(46) = 9.09, p = .000. The difference 

between version 2 and version 3 was also significant with t(29) = 29.43, p = .000, while there 

was no significant difference between version 2 and version 4, p > .05. Between version 3 and 

version 4 there was a significant difference with t(29) = 37.62, p = .000. These results reveal 

that children significantly preferred version 1 above all other versions. Version three was 

furthermore preferred over version 2 and version 4. See figure 2 for an overview of the 

preferred versions.  
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Bubble tabbing 

Accuracy measures of responses showed that children were able to tab the screen with 

an average accuracy of 75 pixels (Mpx = 74.83, SDpx = 15.37). An Independent Samples t-test 

showed that girls (Mpx = 70.85, SDpx = 14.062) tabbed the screen with more accuracy than 

boys (Mpx = 78.63, SDpx = 15.765), t(82) = -2.381, p = .020. For Hand Preference, another 

Independent Samples t-test was performed which showed no significant results, p > .05. A 

Pearson’s Correlation analysis with the control variables Age, Liking, Perceived Difficulty, 

and Gaming Experience showed a significant positive relationship between Gaming 

Experience with a computer and Tab Accuracy (r = .223, p = .04). These results indicate that 

more gaming experience with a computer is related with less tabbing accuracy on an iPad.  

Discussion 

As outlined previously, there were four possible button positions that were tested in 

regard of their intuitiveness for children between seven and nine years of age. Children could 

perceive buttons as more intuitive if they were either on top or at the bottom of the screen and 

either close together or distant from each other. For each button position, both the time 

children needed to tab the buttons and their perceived intuitiveness was measured. While the 

results did not support to the first hypothesis, evidence was found to support the second 

hypothesis.  

The first indicator for intuitiveness was the time children needed to tab the different 

buttons (IIO). The results did not show any significant effects of both the vertical position of 

the button (top or bottom of the screen) and the distance between the three buttons (close 

together or distant from each other) on the times needed for pressing the right button. These 

results suggest that the position of navigation buttons had no influence on the intuitive 

operation for children between age seven and nine. 
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However, the results for perceived intuitiveness (EIO) show something different. Even 

though, it was not significant whether or not children agreed with the button position of their 

version as ideal position, there was a significant difference in the overall preferred button 

position. As expected, children had a very good understanding of left vs. right and top vs. 

bottom (Bukatko, 2008). Children significantly preferred the first version with the buttons 

positioned at the bottom of the screen and distant from each other above all other versions. 

Version three with the buttons at the top and distant from each other was furthermore 

preferred above the two versions with the buttons positioned close together. These findings 

show that children between seven and nine years of age perceive navigation buttons that are at 

the bottom of the screen and distant from each other as most intuitive.  

Children justified their perception of the button positions with different arguments. 

They explained that buttons that are placed at the bottom are closer by and therefore easier to 

reach. Buttons placed on the top of the screen on the other hand were described as difficult to 

reach, or at least not without effort. Another argument the children put forward for placing the 

buttons at the bottom was that navigation buttons are not as important. As predicted in the 

first hypothesis, buttons at the top of the screen were described as more salient. This 

hypothesis was based on the influence of the reading direction on spatial attention (Han & 

Northoff, 2008). However, for many children navigation buttons were not supposed to be 

salient and therefore preferred at the bottom of the screen. The bottom of the screen was 

perceived as less important than the top of the screen.  

Further, children preferred navigation buttons to be positioned distant from each other. 

This perception supports the second hypothesis, which is based on the assumption of a left-

past right-future, horizontal spatial metaphor (Torralbo, Santiago, & Lupiáñez, 2006 & Weger 

& Pratt, 2008). After children were introduced to the navigation buttons as navigating either 

back or forward in the game, most children associated the arrow pointing to the left with 
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going back and the one pointing to the right with going further. In every version of the game, 

the buttons were placed in line with a mental timeline. The only difference was that they were 

either close together or distant from each other, which made the timeline metaphor more 

salient. Besides, the action of tabbing the distant buttons was perceived as more salient and 

therefore supported the concept of going back or further. These findings were in line with 

Mcneill (1992), who claimed that gesture is another concrete concept for time and therefore 

helps us to understand this abstract phenomenon.   

There was a significant difference in the overall preferred button position, but not in 

the agreement with their own version as ideal position. These results appear to contradict each 

other. However, they can be explained. The Agreed Position measured whether or not the 

children perceived the button position of their version as ideal. If half of the children agreed 

with their version, and half did not agree, still one version can be significantly preferred over 

all others.  

The fact that the IIO did not detect any significant effects, while one version was 

clearly preferred over all others, can also be explained. Time might not be a valid measure as 

long as there is no evidence of whether or not the buttons themselves are intuitive. Despite the 

assumption that children during middle childhood understand conceptual metaphors 

(Bukatko, 2008), during the pilot study it became clear that children between seven and nine 

years of age did not associate arrows with navigation options. Neither did they link the house 

with the home screen or were they even familiar with the concept of such. Based on this 

observation, children were introduced to the different buttons and their meaning prior to the 

game. Still, in the first level, many children hesitated before deciding on a button. Obviously, 

this had a negative effect on the time measure, but is not related to the position of the buttons. 

The results also showed that there was a significant learning effect during the different 

levels of the game. This learning effect proofs how fast children adapt to new concepts 
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(Bukatko, 2008) and that after only one level, they were familiar with the position of the 

navigation buttons. This influences the time measures for level two and level three and makes 

them inaccurate as measure for intuitive operation.  

Looking at the different co-variables that were included in the analyses, most of them 

did not have any significant effect. However, children who perceived the game as less 

difficult also needed less time to tab the next button. The perceived difficulty therefore 

depends not only on the task of the game itself, but also on the navigation of the game. This 

supports the theory by Fleming & Levie (1993), who claimed that our perception of things 

influence our learning, and underpins the necessity of this and related future research. The 

intuitiveness of an iPad application, including its navigation, influences the perceived 

difficulty of the game. Another significant effect of a co-variable was Gaming Experience 

with a game boy on the time needed to tab the home button. Children that played a lot of 

game boy were faster to tab the home button than those who played less game boy. This 

indicates that even if with a device not similar to the iPad, Gaming Experience can have an 

influence on the intuitive operation of the iPad and supports the idea that intuitiveness is to 

some degree a matter of practice (Dreyfus, 1988 & Simon, 1989).  

According to Owens (2008), children have developed advanced fine motor skill by age 

seven. The results show that even though advanced, the fine motor skills of children in middle 

childhood are not adult like. The suggested button size for adults, according to the Official 

User Interface Guidelines by Apple is 44 x 44 pixel. The results show that children between 

seven and nine years of age have an average tab accuracy of 75 pixels, suggesting an optimal 

button size of 150 x 150 pixel. Looking at boys and girls separately, there was a significant 

difference with girls tabbing the screen more accurately than boys. Reason for that might be 

that their fine motor skills are already better developed. Further, results show that children 

with more gaming experience with a computer had significantly lower tab accuracy. This 
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indicates that even for ‘digital natives’, there is a difference between operating a mouse and 

interacting directly with a touch screen that needs to be learned.  

Strengths and Weaknesses of the Study 

This study investigated how children interact with an iPad application in a setting that 

was familiar to the children. The results of the study were both quantitative and qualitative, 

which gave valuable insights into how children interact with an iPad as what they think and 

feel about the different button positions. The study further applied a new measure for intuitive 

operation, which contributes to further research in the field.  

However, there were several limitations to this study that require to be mentioned. 

First of all, the study included iconized buttons in the experiment that were expected to be 

intuitive for children in middle childhood. A pilot study demonstrated that this was not the 

case. Even after the children were introduced to the different buttons prior to the game, their 

meaning was not intuitive to most children. Further research on the intuitiveness of symbols 

used for navigation buttons is required. Once empirical data is available to identify intuitive 

symbols for navigation buttons, this study could be repeated. It would be interesting to test if 

time is a valid measure for intuitiveness once there are no confounding effects, and also if it 

supports or contradicts the children’s perception of intuitiveness.  

Further, several things were observed during the test sessions that may have 

influenced the results. Children misinterpreted the countdown that displayed the time they had 

left to collect bubbles as time left before they were allowed to begin. Either this requires a 

more explicit visual presentation of the countdown, or it needs to be included in the briefing 

prior to the game. Also children were confused by the action on release. They expected the 

iPad to act on touch, which lead many children to hesitate before pulling away their finger. 

For future studies, interacting should take place on touch. Furthermore, many children were 
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not familiar with the touch interaction at all, neither was it intuitive to them. A lot of children 

tried to tab the screen several times with their fingernail before they realized that the screen 

required their fingertip to detect an interaction. Other children tabbed the screen so hard that 

they moved the whole iPad away from them, which ultimately influenced both their tab 

accuracy and time measure. A solution for this may be to let the children get used to the iPad 

before the test session. To avoid priming them with navigation buttons, they could for 

example look through a digital photo album. Another observation was that children actually 

tried to interact with the iPad. At the end of the intro, the children were asked: Are you 

ready?” Many children verbally answered with “Yes” and were slightly confused when the 

voice over continued without waiting on the children’s verbal response. This confusion can be 

avoided by either leaving enough time for a possible answer or by avoiding questions in the 

instructing voice over of the game.  

Finally, it was interesting to see that children interacted with the iPad in three different 

ways. Some children pulled their hand back after every tab and rested in centrally and off the 

screen before attempting the next tab. Others remained with their finger only a little above the 

last tab, which enabled them to move their hand directly from tab to tab. Yet others pulled 

their hand back in a straight line after each tab and rested in off the screen but in line with the 

last tab, before attempting the next action. Unfortunately, this tabbing behavior was not a 

planned observation. Therefore it was not linked with the unique participant data and could 

not be used in the analyses. For future studies it might be interesting to control for possible 

influences of this tabbing behavior.  

In summary, although there are several limitations to the study, the results offer 

valuable insights into how children between seven and nine years of age operate navigation 

buttons of an iPad application. Results show that children perceive the position of navigation 

buttons as relevant for the intuitiveness of iPad applications. Buttons that are positioned at the 
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bottom of the screen are more intuitive than at the top and distant buttons are preferred over 

buttons that are positioned close together. The combination of buttons that are positioned at 

the bottom of the screen and distant from each other is perceived as most intuitive. Further the 

results show that children in middle childhood undergo a significant learning process when 

interacting with the iPad, and that a standard button size for children needs to be bigger than 

for adults. The results show that there is still a lot of room for further research about how 

children in middle childhood interact with the iPad, and how applications can be designed in a 

way to make this interaction as intuitive as possible.  
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Figure 1. For all three buttons, there is a significant learning effect between level one and 

level two. Between level two and level three there is also a significant learning effect for the 

next and the back button, but not for the home button.   

 

 

Figure 2. Version 1 (buttons at the bottom and distant) was preferred over all other versions. 

Further was version 3 (buttons at the top and distant) preferred over version 2 (buttons at the 

bottom and close) and version 4 (buttons at the top and close). 
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Appendix A 

Navigation buttons as implemented in the iPad test application (not true to scale; original size: 

44 x 44 pixels). 

 

Back  Home  Next 
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Appendix B  

Different versions of the iPad test application with different positions of the navigation 

buttons (not true to scale). 
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Appendix C 

Answer categories for open interview questions 

 

 1   2   3   4 
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Appendix D  

Letter of informed consent 

 

Sabina Idler 

Address line 1  

Address line 2  

Amsterdam. 18.11. 2011 

 

To the parents of 2nd and 3rd grade 

 

Dear parents, 

Within the framework of my graduation project at the University of Amsterdam, I’m planning on 

doing a scientific research with children of the second and third grade. In accordance with the 

headmaster as well as the grade teacher, I would like to research how children between age 7 and 9 

react to different placements of buttons within iPad applications. This research is not about testing 

your child’s experience or abilities, but about optimizing mobile applications for children. 

Why is this important? 

Today, children are confronted with different media at decreasing age and increasing intensity. Many 

believe that an early contact with media helps children to naturally grow up in our digital world. Due 

to the quick technical development, not enough attention is paid to scientific research as base for 

child friendly interfaces. Especially for educational purposes, it is important, however, that mobile 

applications are easy to use and do not create a burden between child and educational content. This 

research will contribute to a child friendly future of technology, which our and future generations can 

profit from. 

What does that mean for your child? 

For the data collection, every child will be allowed to play an age appropriate game on the iPad. This 

does not require any experience of foreknowledge. Before and after the game, I will ask your child a 

couple of questions.  
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Participation in this research is not obligatory and all data that will be kept confidential. Children will 

be informed that not they but the iPad is being tested and therefore they cannot make any mistakes.  

When is this supposed to happen? 

The data collection will take place during school time between Monday, November 28th and 

Friday, December 9th, 2011. Participation per child will take approximately 8 minutes. 

Who is behind this project? 

My name is Sabina Idler. I study communication science with a focus on Youth and Media at the 

University of Amsterdam. Goal of my graduation project is to investigate if the position of navigation 

buttons within ipad applications influence the degree to which children interact with the ipad 

intuitively.  

My graduation project is supervised by Inge Boot (PhD), researcher at the Center for research on 

Children, Adolescents and the media at the University of Amsterdam.  

In case you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me via mail  

(mail@sabina-idler.com) or give me a call under the following number: 0031 6 81 21 10 00. 

Who is allowed to participate? 

For my research it would be great if as many children as possible participate. However, if you don’t 

want your child to participate, please let me know. Just fill in the information below and return it to 

the school before Friday, November 24th, 2011.  

Thank you for your corroboration and with kind regards,  

 

 

Sabina Idler 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

I do not want my child  _______________________________ to participate in this research  

conducted by Sabina Idler.  

Date: ________________  Signiture of legal parent  ______________________ 


